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Introduction 

This deliverable describes the architecture of the IS-COSMEU-Tag solution that consists on 
backend services designed to run in the cloud, a web application for the management of the 
entities that will be accessible from any web browser and two mobile applications that can be 
used by the two representative end users of the solution, namely the Auditor and the Consumer 
on android devices.  
 
 

Section 1 -  Architecture overview 
 
The backend infrastructure adopts the microservices pattern, where loosely coupled services 
implement features grouped by business functionality and form the COSMEU Service 
described in the following diagram. 
 

 

Figure 1: IS-COSMEU-Tag architecture 

 
The following diagram describes the system from the perspective of the manufacturer, 
exploding the COSMEU Service in its microservices involved in the data entry of product 
information during the production of new perfume items. 
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Figure 2: IS-COSMEU-Tag architecture, manufacturer side 

 
Finally, the following diagram describes the IS-COSMEU-Tag components topography from 
the perspective of the end-users, namely the professionals and the consumers that scan 
products, check for authenticity and additional information via the Auditor and Consumer 
mobile applications. 
 

 

Figure 3: IS-COSMEU-Tag architecture, consumer side 
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1.1 COSMEU service 

 
This component of the platform is the entry point for any communication from the frontends, 
whether it is the web dashboard or the mobile applications, to the backend services. 
 
Outwards, it acts as the API gateway of the system, exposing REST web services that rely on 
JWT standard for authentication and authorization. 
Inwards, it acts as the orchestrator between the other backend services that are described in 
the following sub-chapters. 
 
1.2 Policy storage service 

 
The policy storage service manages all the CRUD (create, read, update and delete) operations 
for the persistence of the CP-ABE policies. Moreover, it provides helper methods for retrieval 
of existing policies with proper search criteria, as described in chapter 2.2 Policy definition and 
retrieval. 
 
1.3 Product information storage service 

 
The product information storage service manages all the CRUD operations for the persistence 
of the product information on the manufacturer’s premises, such as production batch, 
distributor and designated marget, allowing the users (owners and editors) to insert new 
perfume items reusing product information previously stored in the system, as described in 
chapter 2.3.1 Product information upload and encryption. 
 
1.4 CP-ABE Key generation service 

 
The CP-ABE key generation service provides to the other components methods to encrypt 
data uploaded by the users from the web application, as described in chapter 2.3.1 Product 
information upload and encryption, and generate decryption keys, as described in chapter 
2.3.2 PIK Generation and product information association, that will be later used by the mobile 
applications to access confidential product information. 
 
1.5 Token service 

 
Being the IS-COSMEU-Tag an enterprise oriented platform, the capability of the solution to 
smoothly integrate with the pre-existent infrastructure for company user management is crucial 
for the its adoption.  
 
In this sense the Token services integrates with LDAP as the chosen solution and it is designed 
to be further extended to support additional solutions and implementations. 
 
1.6 LDAP 

 
The LDAP directory will be used in IS-COSMEU-Tag to manage both the actors (see section 
3.2 Actor), as well as the item’s instance EPC codes (see section 3.3 Virtual Entity) and cross 
references between EPC codes and actors.  
 
To avoid having to work on two different Directory Information Trees (DIT afterwards) at the 
same time, IS-COSMEU-Tag DIT is explicitly designed to manage both entries for actors and 
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for EPC codes, as well as relationships between the EPC Company Prefix and organizations 
to which actors pertain. 
 
As usual in the structuring of a DIT, people as members of organizations have to be grouped 
under the organization the pertain, and organizations have to be reported under the Country 
in which they are legally constituted, as is sketched in the following picture: 

 

Figure 4: IS-COSMEU-Tag Directory Information Tree 

The red arrow depicts the possibility to identify in the EPC DIT branch the subtree pertaining 
to a specific company starting from the organization node and, starting from a Company Prefix 
node, identify the corresponding organization node in the other branch of the DIT. 
 
To meet the need to more effectively link the Company Prefix nodes with the organization 
ones, avoid to add logic in the UI to disambiguate the various urnCobj layers, support 
meaningful naming at the UI level and other requirements, it is necessary to extend some of 
the Directory Service classes and add nee attributes. 
 
The DIT extensions have all been identified with specific OIDs under the FINCONS registered 
OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519. In particular: 

 new IS-COSMEU-Tag specific attributes have OIDs starting at 
1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1.20 

 new IS-COSMEU-Tag specific Object Classes have OIDs starting at 
1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.20. 

 
Each of the levels shown in the Figure 4 has a specific Object Class that extends the ITU-T 
urnCobj class as it is reported in COSMEU-Tag DIT Extensions (see annexes from 1 to 4 
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Annex 1 IS-COSMEU-Tag LDAP DIT Extensions). 
 
1.7 Blockchain service 

 
This service handles the integration of the IS-COSMEU-Tag solution with the Ethereum 
blockhain. It exposes methods to create new transactions and setups a polling system to 
monitor the blockchain and check for transaction validation, as described in chapter 2.3.3 
Ethereum transaction. 
 
1.8 DLT Monitor 

 
The main responsibility of this component, which is designed to be easily integrated in the 
TagItSmart platform, is to detect transactions on the blockchain and create the corresponding 
THNG entity instance in the EVRYTHNG platform. It is designed to be agnostic of the other 
IS-COSMEU-Tag components and to be hosted as part of the TagItSmart platform. 
 
1.9 EVRYTHNG platform 

 
As part of the TagITSmart solution, the EVRYTHNG platform acts as the main repository of 
perfume items and their product information. The main inbound connection with the IS-
COSMEU-Tag solution is the DLT monitor, which creates THNGs, while the main outbound 
connection is represented by the mobile applications which request product data given the 
PIK read from the QR codes, datamatrices and NFC tags. 
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Section 2 -  Architecture behaviour 
 
2.1 User authentication 

 
Due to the confidentiality of the information managed by the system, the security of the 
communication that occur between the clients (mobile and web applications) and the IS-
COSMEU-Tag services is enforced by the adoption of JWT tokens to sign HTTP requests to 
the IS-COSMEU-Tag REST web services. 
 
The following diagram describes the initial process of user authentication from the web 
application to the IS-COSMEU-Tag platform.  

Figure 5: User login 
 
The input are username and passwords that are validated against user data that is stored in 
LDAP. 
The output is the user secret, which is stored by the client and later used to request 
authorization tokens and perform other service operations as depicted in the following diagram: 
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Figure 6: Token request and service execution 

The JWT token is then stored and used to sign the subsequent requests of the application to 
the COSMEU service. When the JWT expires a new token is requested with the same process. 
 
2.2 Policy definition and retrieval 

 
In order to allow dynamic definition of policies, for granular rights management, the user can 
connect to the web app and create policies as the combination (with AND and OR clauses) of 
parameters from the LDAP-managed entities, namely User, Group and Virtual Entity. 
 
The following sequence diagram describes the interactions between the IS-COSMEU-Tag 
components after the submission of the policy from the web interface by the user. 
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Figure 7: Policy definition 

 
Similarly, existing policies can be retrieved by the COSMEU service through the Policy Storage 
Service.  
 

 

Figure 8: Policy retrieval 

 
 
 
2.3 Product item creation 

 
When new product items have to be tracked, the editor accesses to the web application and 
inserts the information related to that specific item and associate it to a product that already 
exists in the platform. 
 
In this PoC the data entry is performed manually by a user, thanks to further engineriing of the 
solution, this process can be automated via the integration with Manufacturing Execution 
Systems. 
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The item creation is composed of five steps that are described in the following sub-chapters. 
 
2.3.1 Product information upload and encryption 
 
In this first step, the user inserts the product information in the web application in form of a file. 
After the upload, the file is encrypted and will eventually be decrypted by the mobile 
applications to show product information. To provide the most flexibility, the format of 
information stored in the file is arbitrary and it depends on how it is managed by its consumer, 
namely the mobile applications. For the PoC, the JSON format is adopted and its schema 
complies with the definition of product attributes specified in D1.1 Pilot Reference Architecture. 
 
The initial request to the Info Storage Service allows the user to select previous versions of a 
given product to be overwritten. Alternatively, a new version of product information (e.g. a new 
marketing campaign require additional multimedia assets to be shown to consumers) can be 
uploaded. 
 
Given the product information and a CP-ABE policy that define access permission to such 
information, the product information is then encrypted by the CP-ABE manager and stored by 
the Info Storage Service. 
 

 

Figure 9: Product information upload and encryption 

 
2.3.2 PIK Generation and product information association 
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In this second step, the user generates a new Item instance that is stored in LDAP given the 
item reference, that identify the product (e.g. Masque Terralba 100ml), and the serial number, 
that uniquely identifies the instance. 
 
Given the item reference, the Item Key Generation Service is able to retrieve the product 
attributes and provide them to the CP-ABE Manager to generate a decryption key, specific to 
the current item instance and its product information. The hash of this decryption key defines 
the PIK (Perfum Item Key) which is associated to the item instance stored in LDAP. 
 

 

Figure 10: Perfume item key generation and product info association 

 
2.3.3 Ethereum transaction 
 
After the PIK was successfully generated, a new transation on the Ethereum blockchain is 
created. The payload of such transaction is a JSON object that reflects the product information 
that will be later stored on the EVRYTHNG platform. Since the Ethereum blockchain is public 
and theoretically anyone could read the transaction, an additional, asymmetric, encryption is 
applied to the product information to ensure its confidentiality. DLT monitor provides a pair of 
keys, where the public one is used by the Blockchain service to encrypt the message, while 
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the private key is used by the DLT monitor in a later stage to decrypt the content of the 
observed transaction (see next chapter 2.3.4 Virtual entity creation). 

 

Figure 11: Generation of transaction on Etherem DLT 

 
Since the transaction confirmation process is asynchronous, the Blockchain service 
implements a polling mechanism in charge of monitoring the transactions (only those 
generated by the Blockchain service) still pending for approval and update the state of the 
transaction reference on the DB when the transactions are confirmed. 
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Figure 12: Asynchronous confirmation of transactions on DLT 

 
 
2.3.4 Virtual entity creation 
 
As previously described, the DLT monitor service is in charge of observing the transactions 
processed on the Ethereum blockchain and filter those that were generated by the IS-
COSMEU-Tag platform. 
 
When a new transaction is found, the DLT Monitor uses its private key to decrypt the 
transaction content, previously encrypted by the Blockchain Service with the public key.  
It should be considered that this encryption does not provide access to the confidential product 
information that remain encrypted and can be accessed only by the owners of the required 
CP-ABE policies. 
 
Finally, a new THNG entity instance, as specified by the EVRYTHNG platform is generated. 
Encrypted product information is stored in custom fields, while the PIK, which will be later used 
to retrieve perfume information by the mobile applications, is defined as an identifier. 
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Figure 13: Virtual entity creation on EVRYTHNG platform 

  
 
2.4 Virtual entity reading  

 
When the IS-COSMEU-Tag mobile applications are used to scan a QRcode/datamatrix or NFC 
tag, the PIK is extracted from the read data and used as the identifier of the THNG that is 
queried from the EVRYTHNG. The app proceeds to the decryption of custom fields and 
displays them to the user. 
 
Different strategies can be adopted to tackle the time required by the app to decrypt all the 
requested fields such as decrypting all the fields as soon as they are retrieved from the 
EVRYTHNG platform or waiting for the user to choose which fields he is interested to. In the 
following diagram the latter case is described. 
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Section 3 -  System Entities 
 
3.1 CP-ABE Access policy 

 
The Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) provides functionality for 
information encryption using new encryption technologies where the encryption process is 
governed by an access policy the owner of the information specifies, and the decryption keys 
are tied to attributes owned by users (e.g., in their user’s profile). 
 
In the encryption phase the user provides the access policy and the information (file or plain 
text) to be encrypted and receives the encrypted information. In the decryption phase the user 
provides his/her decryption key and perform the decryption, which succeeds only if the 
decryption key matches the access policy embedded in the encrypted information. 
 
CP-ABE access policy is represented as a tree data structure, where leaf nodes are the 
different attributes and intermediate nodes are the AND and OR logical operations. 
 
The advantage to use Attribute Based Encryption is that a user’s key can decrypt many files 
(if the user’s key meets the access policy in the encrypted files) and that each decryption key 
belongs to a specific user (which helps for auditing access to the protected information). 
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3.2 Actor 

 
The Actor represents the person that interact with the IS-COSMEU-Tag platform. To the proper 
separation of responsibilities, the system specifies five different categories of actors with 
different capabilities: 
 

1. Owners: this actor’s category encloses all subjects entitled to: 

 have ownership of the GS1 EPC (Electronic Product Code) to be used to 
identify products (in the following reported as trade items) 

 have the responsibility of assigning EPC identifiers to their trade items and trade 
item’s instances  

 have the responsibility of the information related to their trade items and 
instances 

 have full access to the information related to their trade items and instances 
2. Editors: this actor’s category encloses all subjects entitled to: 

 manage the information associated to trade items and trade item’s instances 

 upload them on the COSMEU-Tag environment  

 have full access to the information related to their trade items and instances 
3. Operators: this actor’s category encloses all subjects entitled to: 

 assign EPC identifiers to trade item’s instances  

 create DIT nodes item’s instances  

 create item’s instances objects in the COSMEU-Tag ICT platform 
4. Auditors: this actor’s category encloses all subjects entitled to: 

 have access to some trade items and instances information subsets 

 have the possibility to update, or add data to, some information subsets 
5. Consumers: this actor’s category encloses all subjects entitled to: 

• Have access to a well-defined and limited trade items and instances information 
subsets. 
 

In order to easily generate the CP-ABE Personal Key, the Owners, the Auditors and a 
reference to each virtual entity is stored in the LDAP directory. 
 
 
3.3 Virtual Entity 

 
This is the representation of the aforementioned trade item instance when it is stored in the IS-
COSMEU-Tag platform. 
 
The model of the virtual entity reflects the requirements collected in section “5. Definition of 
perfume related information managed by the system” of D1.1 Reference Scenarios for Brand 
Protection in the Cosmetic Sector and stored as encrypted strings, or encrypted content of files 
referenced as custom fields of the respective THNG instance in the EVRYTHNG platform. 
 
To accomplish the objectives of the experiment, each virtual entity instance must be properly 
identified. To this end, IS-COSMEU-Tag solution refers to widely used market solutions and 
standards and, specifically, to the GS1 EPC ones. 
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The GS1's EPC Tag Data Standard (TDS)1 2, defines the Electronic Product Code, including 
its correspondence to GS1 keys and other existing codes. TDS also specifies data that is 
carried on Gen 2 RFID tags, including the EPC, User Memory data, control information, and 
tag manufacture information. 
GS1 has defined a set of identification keys as a way for companies to efficiently identify items 
in the supply chain. The most relevant identification keys are the following: 
 

 GTIN (Global Trade Item Number): GTIN3 4, can be used to uniquely identify company’s 
trade items. GS1 defines trade items as products that are priced, ordered or invoiced 
at any point in the supply chain. The GTIN can be used to identify types of products (at 
SKU level); 

 SGTIN (Serialized Global Trade Item Number): SGTIN is used to uniquely identity an 
instance of a trade item (i.e., a specific instance of a product or SKU); 

 SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code): can be used5 to identify a logistic unit (e.g., a 
case, pallet or parcel); 

 SGLN (Global Location Number with or without Extension): SGLN6  is used to uniquely 
identity a physical location (e.g., company’s location, a specific building, a warehouse’s 
specific unit of shelving); 

 GRAI (Global Returnable Asset Identifier): is another GS1 keys for asset identification7; 
in particular for the management of reusable transport items, transport equipment, and 
tools; 

 GIAI (Global Individual Asset Identifier): is one8 9 of the GS1 keys for asset identification 
(e.g., a computer, desk, vehicle, piece of transport equipment, or spare part); 

 GSRN (Global Service Relation Number): the GSRN10 can be used by service 
companies to identify their relationships with individual service providers (e.g., a doctor 
working for a hospital) and individual service clients (e.g. the metering points of an 
energy utility); 

 GDTI (Global Document Type Identifier): the GDTI11 can be used to identify documents. 
 
An additional aspect to be considered is how to represent EPC identifiers.  
The GS1 EPC Tag Data Standard defines how to structure an EPC identifier and how to code 
it using a specific URN12. The envisaged structure is the following: 

 the start of the EPC URN coding is an entry with the RDN value epc, 

 the second level is an entry with the RDN value id, 

 the third level is used to differentiate among the various GS1 identification keys using 
entries with the RDN value: sgtin, sscc, sgln, grai, giai, gsrn or gdti, as appropriate, 

 the remaining levels represent the company’s prefix, the item reference and finally the 
serial number. 

                                                
1 https://www.gs1.org/sites/default/files/docs/epc/GS1_EPC_TDS_i1_11.pdf 
2 https://www.gs1.org/epcrfid-epcis-id-keys/epc-rfid-tds/1-11 
3 https://www.gs1.org/docs/idkeys/GS1_GTIN_Executive_Summary.pdf 
4 https://www.gs1.org/id-keys/gtin 
5 https://www.gs1.org/id-keys/serial-shipping-container-code-sscc 
6 See §6.3.3 in https://www.gs1.org/sites/default/files/docs/epc/tds_1_6-RatifiedStd-20110922.pdf 
7 https://www.gs1.org/id-keys/grai 
8 https://www.gs1.org/docs/idkeys/GS1_GIAI_Executive_Summary.pdf 
9 https://www.gs1.org/id-keys/global-individual-asset-identifier-giai 
10 https://www.gs1.org/id-keys/global-service-relation-number-gsrn 
11 https://www.gs1.org/id-keys/global-document-type-identifier-gdti 
12 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_Resource_Name 
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For the representation of SGTIN identifiers the general syntax is therefore: 
 

urn:epc:id:sgtin:CompanyPrefix.ItemRefAndIndicator.SerialNumber 
 

The following are examples of EPC URN: 
urn:epc:id:sgtin:793591651.2917.ThisIsASerialNumber 
urn:epc:id:sgtin:0614141.112345.400 
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Annex 1 IS-COSMEU-Tag LDAP DIT Extensions 
 
## COSMEUTag schema  

##  

## Version: 1 

## 

## Date: April 2018 

#  

## Copyright 2016-2017 FINCONS SpA 

## All rights reserved. 

## 

## FINCONS SpA URL:  

##    http://www.finconsgroup.com/ 

## 

## COSMEUTag is a service developed by FINCONS SpA within an Open Call of 

the H2020 TagITSmart project 

## 

## This schema is developed under the FINCONS OID: 

##    1.3.6.1.4.1.47519 

## 

## To be more specific the COSMEUTag project makes use of the OIDs' tree: 

##    1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10 

## 

## This schema cannot be used without FINCONS specific permission, as no 

extensions are allowed under the FINCONS OID tree 

## specified above. 

# 

# Depends upon: 

#   core.schema 

#   inetorgperson.schema 

#   X521URN.schema 

# 

# 

# Syntaxes are under:        1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.0 (no new syntaxes are 

defined) 

# Attribute types are under: 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1 

# Object classes are under:  1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2 

 

## 

## Attribute Type Definitions 

## 

 

# 

# This attribute is used to store a certificate containing subject's public 

key and its encrypted private key in a FINCONS defined format 

# (i.e., (the encrypted private key is in Base64URL, while the public key in 

in Json Web Key format) 

# 

attributetype ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1.1  

 NAME 'FINCSecurityCertificate' 

 DESC 'This attribute stores the subject public/private keys in a FINCONS 

defined Base64 format' 

 EQUALITY caseIgnoreMatch 

 SUBSTR caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch 

 SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15  
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 SINGLE-VALUE ) 

 

# 

# This attribute is used to specify the name to be displayed in the User 

Interface for its DIT object class instance 

# 

attributetype ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1.20  

 NAME 'x-DisplayAs' 

 DESC 'This attribute must be used to specify the name of a DIT class to be 

used in the User Interface' 

 EQUALITY caseIgnoreMatch 

 SUBSTR caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch 

 SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15  

 SINGLE-VALUE ) 

 

# 

# This attribute is used to specify the name of a product SKU 

# 

attributetype ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1.21  

 NAME 'x-ProductSKU' 

 DESC 'This attribute must be used to specify the name of a product SKU' 

 EQUALITY caseIgnoreMatch 

 SUBSTR caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch 

 SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15  

 SINGLE-VALUE ) 

 

# 

# This attribute is used to specify the hash code, Base64URL coded, of the 

CP-ABE PIK 

# 

attributetype ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1.22  

 NAME 'x-PIKValue' 

 DESC 'This attribute must be used to specify the name of a product SKU' 

 EQUALITY caseIgnoreMatch 

 SUBSTR caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch 

 SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15  

 SINGLE-VALUE ) 

 

# 

# This attribute is used to specify the role the person has within the 

COSMEUTag context. The envisaged values are: 

#    - Owner: ... 

#    - Auditor: ... 

#    - Editor: is in charge of managing the information associated to product's 

items and upload them on the COSMEUTag environment 

#    - Operator: is in charge of creating DIT nodes for product's items and 

trigger the creation of the product's instance virtual entity 

# 

attributetype ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1.23  

 NAME 'x-COSMEUTagRole' 

 DESC 'This attribute must be used to specify the subject role (selected 

among: Owner, Auditor, Editor, Operator)' 

 EQUALITY caseIgnoreMatch 

 SUBSTR caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch 

 SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15  

 SINGLE-VALUE ) 
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# 

# This attribute is used to specify the GS1 assigned Company Prefix  

# 

attributetype ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.1.24  

 NAME 'x-GS1CompanyPrefix' 

 DESC 'This attribute must be used to specify the GS1 assigned Company 

Prefix' 

 EQUALITY caseIgnoreMatch 

 SUBSTR caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch 

 SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15  

 SINGLE-VALUE ) 

 

## 

## Object Class Definitions 

## 

 

# x-EPCRootClass 

# The x-EPCRootClass extends the ITU-T X.521 urnCobj class.  

# Unfortunately the ITU-T X.521 class, as defined, does not provide an easy 

way to distinguish  

# the different layers in the DIT representation of an EPC code as envisaged 

by the ITU-T F.511 standard. 

# 

# N.B.: according to the ITU-T F.511 standard in a DIT there must be only a 

single EPC root node whose unrC value must be "epc" 

#       therefore the: 

#          * urnC attribute must be set to "epc" 

#          * x-DisplayAs attribute must be set to "EPC" 

# 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.20 

    NAME 'x-EPCRootClass' 

 DESC 'This class is structurally the same as the X.521 urnCobj Object Class; 

it has been defined simply to have a more meaningful class name for the EPC 

DIT root node. Normally the urnC value must be "epc" as mandated by the F.511 

standard' 

    SUP urnCobj 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

     x-DisplayAs ) 

 ) 

 

# x-EPCIdClass 

# The x-EPCIdClass extends the ITU-T X.521 urnCobj class.  

# Unfortunately the ITU-T X.521 class, as defined, does not provide an easy 

way to distinguish  

# the different layers in the DIT representation of an EPC code as envisaged 

by the ITU-T F.511 standard 

# 

# N.B.: according to the ITU-T F.511 standard in a DIT there must be only a 

single EPC ID node under the EPC root one whose urnC value must be "id" 

#       therefore the: 

#          * urnC attribute must be set to "id" 

#          * x-DisplayAs attribute must be set to "ID" 

# 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.21 

    NAME 'x-EPCIdClass' 
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 DESC 'This class is structurally the same as the X.521 urnCobj Object Class; 

it has been defined simply to have a more meaningful class name for the EPC 

ID node. Normally the urnC value must be "id" as mandated by the F.511 

standard' 

    SUP urnCobj 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

   x-DisplayAs ) 

 ) 

 

# x-EPCIdKeyClass 

# The x-EPCIdKeyClass extends the ITU-T X.521 urnCobj class.  

# Unfortunately the ITU-T X.521 class, as defined, does not provide an easy 

way to distinguish  

# the different layers in the DIT representation of an EPC code as envisaged 

by the ITU-T F.511 standard 

# 

# N.B.: according to the ITU-T F.511 standard in a DIT there can be a limited 

number of EPCIdKeyClass nodes under the EPC ID instance node. 

#       The value of the: 

#          * urnC attributes of EPCIdKeyClass nodes must be selected among 

the values (lowercase): gtin, sgtin, sscc, sgln, grai, giai, gsrn, gdti 

#          * x-DisplayAs attribute must be set to (uppercase): GTIN, SGTIN, 

SSCC, SGLN, GRAI, GIAI, GSRN, GDTI 

# 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.22 

    NAME 'x-EPCIdKeyClass' 

 DESC 'This class holds the GS1 Identification Key value (e.g.: GTIN, SGTIN, 

SSCC, SGLN, GRAI, GIAI, GSRN, GDTI)' 

    SUP urnCobj 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

   x-DisplayAs ) 

 ) 

 

# x-EPCCompanyPrefixClass 

# The x-EPCCompanyPrefixClass is used to represent the Company Prefix layer 

in the ITU-T F.511 DIT layering. 

# This class extends the ITU-T X.521 urnCobj class adding an attribute that 

points to the DIT node of the company  

# whose Company Prefix is stored in the instance node urnC attribute 

# 

# N.B.: according to the ITU-T F.511 standard the unrC attribute on an 

instance of this class must contain the GS1 assigned Company Prefix 

#       The value of the: 

#          * urnC must report the GS1 Company Prefix 

#          * x-DisplayAs attribute must be set to: "Company Prefix" (without 

quotes) 

#          * associatedName can report the DN of the company so that company's 

information can be retrieved by its DIT node  

# 

# NN.BB.: the associatedName attribute as been flagged as "MAY" so that we 

can manage even EPC coded products for companies not (yet) present in the 

DIT 

# 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.23 

    NAME 'x-EPCCompanyPrefixClass' 
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 DESC 'This class is used to refer, via the associatedName attribute, to 

the company holding the products in the tree under an instance of this class' 

    SUP urnCobj 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

     x-DisplayAs ) 

 MAY ( 

  associatedName ) 

 ) 

 

# x-EPCItemReferenceClass 

# The x-EPCItemReferenceClass is used to represent the Item Reference layer 

in the ITU-T F.511 DIT layering. 

# This class extends the ITU-T X.521 urnCobj class adding an attribute that 

can be used to specify the name of the type of products (at SKU level) 

# 

# N.B.: according to the ITU-T F.511 standard the unrC attribute on an 

instance of this class must contain the company assigned Item Reference code 

for the product SKU 

#       The value of the: 

#          * urnC must report the Item Reference code 

#          * x-DisplayAs attribute must be set to: "Item Reference Code" 

(without quotes) 

#          * x-ProductSKU can report the name of the product 

# 

# NN.BB.: the x-ProductSKU attribute as been flagged as "MAY" so that we can 

manage even EPC coded products for which the product name is unknown 

# 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.24 

    NAME 'x-EPCItemReferenceClass' 

 DESC 'This class is used to represent the Item Reference layer in the ITU-

T F.511 DIT layering' 

    SUP urnCobj 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

     x-DisplayAs ) 

 MAY ( 

  x-ProductSKU ) 

 ) 

 

# x-EPCSerialNumberClass 

# x-EPCSerialNumberClass is used to represent the Serial Number layer in the 

ITU-T F.511 DIT layering. 

# This class extends the ITU-T X.521 urnCobj class adding an attribute that 

is used to store  

# the COSMEUTag PIK (i.e., the hash code of the CP-ABE Key for the instance 

of product) 

# 

# N.B.: according to the ITU-T F.511 standard the unrC attribute on an 

instance of this class must contain the company assigned Serial Number code 

#       The value of the: 

#          * urnC must report the Serial Number code 

#          * x-DisplayAs attribute must be set to: "Serial Number Code" 

(without quotes) 

#          * x-PIKValue stores the SHA of the CP-ABE Personal Key assigned 

to this product's instance 
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# NN.BB.: the x-PIKValue attribute as been flagged as "MAY" because the DIT 

x-EPCSerialNumberClass node instance is created before the x-PIKValue is 

created 

# 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.25 

    NAME 'x-EPCSerialNumberClass' 

 DESC 'This class is used to represent the Serial Number layer in the ITU-

T F.511 DIT layering' 

    SUP urnCobj 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

     x-DisplayAs ) 

 MAY ( 

  x-PIKValue ) 

 ) 

 

# x-COSMEUTagUser 

# The x-COSMEUTagUser represents people who are authorized to access the 

system.   

# It is a structural class and is derived from the inetOrgPerson which is 

defined in RFC2798. 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.26 

    NAME 'x-COSMEUTagUser' 

 DESC 'COSMEUTAG user' 

    SUP inetOrgPerson 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

   FINCSecurityCertificate $ x-COSMEUTagRole $ Mail ) 

 ) 

 

# x-COSMEUTagOrganization 

# The x-COSMEUTagOrganization adds the possibility to specify the GS1 assigned 

Company Prefix to an organization DIT node 

# It is a structural class and is derived from the organization which is 

defined in RFC2256. 

objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.47519.10.2.27 

    NAME 'x-COSMEUTagOrganization' 

 DESC 'COSMEUTag Organization' 

    SUP organization 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MAY ( 

    x-GS1CompanyPrefix ) 

 ) 

 
If using an OpenLDAP directory server this file must be stored under the schema OpenLDAP 
folder and has to be preferably named COSMEUTag.schema. 
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Annex 2 ITU-T X.521 EPC Elements 
 
The ITU-T schemas specification uses the ASN.1 notation which cannot be directly imported 
on many LDAP directory service systems. The following text box reports the ITU-T EPC 
relevant elements using the LDAP format. 
 
## Extracted from ITU X.521 definitions to map GS1 EPC to the DIT 

## 

## https://www.itu.int/ITU-T/formal-language/itu-

t/x/x521/2016/SelectedObjectClasses.html 

## 

## Version: 1 

## 

## Date: March 2018 

## 

## Author: Domenico Rotondi (FINCONS SpA) 

## 

## FINCONS SpA URL:  

##    http://www.finconsgroup.com/ 

## 

# 

# Depends upon: 

#   core.schema 

# 

# 

 

# 

# Attribute Type Definitions 

# 

## 

## ITU specification: 

## 

##   urnC ATTRIBUTE ::= { 

##        WITH SYNTAX              PrintableString 

##        EQUALITY MATCHING RULE   caseExactMatch 

##        SINGLE VALUE             TRUE 

##        LDAP-SYNTAX              printableString.&id 

##        LDAP-NAME                {"urnC"} 

##        ID                       id-at-urnC } 

## 

##   

##   id-at-urnC                    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-at 89} 

##   

##   id-at                         OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {2.5.4} 

##   

##   SYNTAX                        OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {2.1.0.1.1} 

##   LDAP-SYNTAX                   OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= 

{1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.44} 

 

# urnC 

# This attribute is used to store components of a URN 

# 

attributetype ( 2.5.4.89  

 NAME 'urnC' 

 DESC 'This AttributeType is defined in the X.521 standard to hold the 

components of a URN' 
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 EQUALITY caseExactMatch 

 SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.44  

 SINGLE-VALUE ) 

 

 

# 

# Object Class Definitions 

# 

 

## 

## ITU specification: 

## 

##   urnCobj OBJECT-CLASS ::= { 

##           SUBCLASS OF   {top} 

##           MUST CONTAIN  { urnC } 

##           ID            id-oc-urnCobj } 

## 

##   id-oc-urnCobj                OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-oc 42} 

##   

##   id-oc                        OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {2.5.6} 

 

# urnCobj 

# This ObjectClass is defined in the X.521 standard to hold the components 

of a URN 

objectclass ( 2.5.6.42 

    NAME 'urnCobj' 

 DESC 'This ObjectClass is defined in the X.521 standard to hold the 

components of a URN' 

    SUP top 

    STRUCTURAL 

 MUST ( 

   urnC ) 

 ) 

 
If using an OpenLDAP directory server this file must be stored under the schema OpenLDAP 
folder and has to be preferably named X521URN.schema. 
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Annex 3 OpenLDAP slapd.conf 
 
The following text box reports an example of the OpenLDAP configuration file that uses the 
above schema files. 
 
# MDB Backend configuration file 

# See slapd.conf(5) for details on configuration options. 

# This file should NOT be world readable. 

ucdata-path ./ucdata 

include  ./schema/core.schema 

include  ./schema/cosine.schema 

include  ./schema/nis.schema 

include  ./schema/inetorgperson.schema 

include  ./schema/openldap.schema 

include  ./schema/dyngroup.schema 

 

 

## 

## 

# the following line included to have the COSMUETag Service schema extensions 

## 

## 

 

# 

# The X.521 schema file just reports the ITU-T defined entities to represent 

EPC codes in the DIT 

# 

include  ./schema/X521URN.schema 

 

# 

# This schema file includes FINCONS extensions to support COSMEUTag 

# 

include  ./schema/COSMEUTag.schema 

 

###########################################################################

#### 

 

 

pidfile  ./run/slapd.pid 

argsfile ./run/slapd.args 

 

 

# Enable TLS if port is defined for ldaps 

 

 

TLSVerifyClient never 

TLSCipherSuite HIGH:MEDIUM:-SSLv2 

TLSCertificateFile ./secure/certs/server.pem 

TLSCertificateKeyFile ./secure/certs/server.pem 

TLSCACertificateFile ./secure/certs/server.pem 

 

 

 

####################################################################### 

# mdb database definitions 

####################################################################### 
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database mdb 

suffix  "dc=maxcrc,dc=com" 

rootdn  "cn=Manager,dc=maxcrc,dc=com" 

# Cleartext passwords, especially for the rootdn, should 

# be avoid.  See slappasswd(8) and slapd.conf(5) for details. 

# Use of strong authentication encouraged. 

## rootpw    {SSHA}r2c8RMTJsARW8OVFKHMgS7qvHBGAvY1Y 

rootpw    {SSHA}iSPvON0PMB1Oq39zMFUDr67Y3rWOow4C 

 

# The database directory MUST exist prior to running slapd AND 

# should only be accessible by the slapd and slap tools. 

# Mode 700 recommended. 

directory ./data 

searchstack 20 

# Indices to maintain 

index mail pres,eq 

index objectclass pres 

index default eq,sub 

index sn eq,sub,subinitial 

index telephonenumber 

index cn 

 

 

database mdb 

suffix  "dc=COSMEUTest" 

rootdn  "cn=Manager,dc=COSMEUTest" 

# Cleartext passwords, especially for the rootdn, should 

# be avoid.  See slappasswd(8) and slapd.conf(5) for details. 

# Use of strong authentication encouraged. 

## rootpw    {SSHA}r2c8RMTJsARW8OVFKHMgS7qvHBGAvY1Y 

rootpw    {SSHA}iSPvON0PMB1Oq39zMFUDr67Y3rWOow4C 

 

# The database directory MUST exist prior to running slapd AND 

# should only be accessible by the slapd and slap tools. 

# Mode 700 recommended. 

directory ./COSMEUTest 

searchstack 20 

# Indices to maintain 

index mail pres,eq 

index objectclass pres 

index default eq,sub 

index sn eq,sub,subinitial 

index telephonenumber 

index cn 

index urnC eq 

 
This file must be stored under the OpenLDAP folder and must be named slapd.conf. 
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Annex 4 DIT Example Instances LDIF 
 
This text box reports an example of DIT entries compatible with the above schema and 
OpenLDAP configuration file. The file format is LDIF. 
 
version: 1 

 

dn: dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: domain 

dc: COSMEUTest 

 

dn: c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: country 

c: IT 

 

dn: urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCRootClass 

urnC: epc 

x-DisplayAs: EPC 

 

dn: o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: organization 

objectClass: x-COSMEUTagOrganization 

o: Fonti di Vinadio SpA 

l: Vinadio 

x-GS1CompanyPrefix: 8020141 

 

dn: ou=Owners,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: organizationalUnit 

ou: Owners 

 

dn: ou=Editors,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: organizationalUnit 

ou: Editors 

 

dn: ou=Auditors,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: organizationalUnit 

ou: Auditors 

 

dn: ou=Operators,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: organizationalUnit 

ou: Operators 

 

dn: cn=Adam Smith,ou=Owners,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 
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objectClass: inetOrgPerson 

objectClass: x-COSMEUTagUser 

cn: Adam Smith 

FINCSecurityCertificate:: IA== 

mail: adam.smith@fintivanadio.com 

sn: smith 

x-COSMEUTagRole: Owner 

 

dn: cn=John Smith,ou=Owners,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 

objectClass: inetOrgPerson 

objectClass: x-COSMEUTagUser 

cn: John Smith 

FINCSecurityCertificate:: IA== 

mail: john.smith@fintivanadio.com 

sn: smith 

x-COSMEUTagRole: Owner 

 

dn: cn=Walter Disney,ou=Editors,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 

objectClass: inetOrgPerson 

objectClass: x-COSMEUTagUser 

cn: Walter Disney 

FINCSecurityCertificate:: IA== 

mail: walter.disney@fintivanadio.com 

sn: Disney 

x-COSMEUTagRole: Editor 

 

dn: cn=Mike Glenn,ou=Auditors,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 

objectClass: inetOrgPerson 

objectClass: x-COSMEUTagUser 

cn: Mike Glenn 

FINCSecurityCertificate:: IA== 

mail: mike.glenn@fintivanadio.com 

sn: Glenn 

x-COSMEUTagRole: Auditor 

 

dn: cn=Juri Stakanov,ou=Operators,o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 

objectClass: inetOrgPerson 

objectClass: x-COSMEUTagUser 

cn: Juri Stakanov 

FINCSecurityCertificate:: IA== 

mail: jJuri.stakanov@fintivanadio.com 

sn: Stakanov 

x-COSMEUTagRole: Operator 

 

dn: urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 
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objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdClass 

urnC: id 

x-DisplayAs: ID 

 

dn: urnC=gdti,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: gdti 

x-DisplayAs: GDTI 

 

dn: urnC=giai,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: giai 

x-DisplayAs: GIAI 

 

dn: urnC=grai,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: grai 

x-DisplayAs: GRAI 

 

dn: urnC=gsrn,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: gsrn 

x-DisplayAs: GSRN 

 

dn: urnC=gtin,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: gtin 

x-DisplayAs: GTIN 

 

dn: urnC=sgln,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: sgln 

x-DisplayAs: SGLN 

 

dn: urnC=sscc,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: sscc 

x-DisplayAs: SSCC 

 

dn: urnC=sgtin,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 
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objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCIdKeyClass 

urnC: sgtin 

x-DisplayAs: SGTIN 

 

dn: urnC=8020141,urnC=sgtin,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCCompanyPrefixClass 

urnC: 8020141 

x-DisplayAs: Company Prefix 

associatedName: o=Fonti di Vinadio SpA,c=IT,dc=COSMEUTest 

 

dn: urnC=800002,urnC=8020141,urnC=sgtin,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=COSMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCItemReferenceClass 

urnC: 800002 

x-DisplayAs: Item Reference Code 

x-ProductSKU: Acqua Sant'Anna - Naturale 

 

dn: 

urnC=10479832,urnC=800002,urnC=8020141,urnC=sgtin,urnC=id,urnC=epc,dc=CO 

 SMEUTest 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: urnCobj 

objectClass: x-EPCSerialNumberClass 

urnC: 10479832 

x-DisplayAs: Serial Number Code 

x-PIKValue: MDAxMTIyMzM0NDU1NjY3Nzg4OTlBQUJCQ0NEREVFRkYwMDExMjIzMw== 

 
This file can be imported in any LDAP directory service that accepts the LDIF format and in 
particular in OpenLDAP. 
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Glossary 
 

Term Definition 

ASN  

CP-ABE Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption – used to encrypt 
confidential data that stored by the TagItSmart platform 

DIT Directory Information Tree - data represented in a hierarchical tree-
like and stored in LDAP 

GS1 Not-for-profit organization that develops and maintains global 
standards for business communication 

ITU-T  

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol - open, vendor-neutral, industry 
standard application protocol for accessing and maintaining 
distributed directory information services 

MES Manufacturing execution systems - are computerized systems used in 
manufacturing, to track and document the transformation of raw 
materials to finished goods 

URN Uniform Resource Name - a string of characters designed for 
unambiguous identification of resources that uses the URN scheme 

  

  

  

  

 


